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IS GOVERNMENT REALLY BROKEN?

Cary Coglianese*

ABSTRACT

The widespread public angst that surfaced around the 2016 presidential election in the United States revealed that many Americans believe their government has become badly broken. Given the serious problems that continue to persist in society—crime, illiteracy, unemployment, poverty, discrimination, and more—these beliefs in a government breakdown are understandable. Yet a breakdown is actually far from self-evident. In this Article, I explain how diagnoses of governmental performance depend on the perspective from which current conditions in the country are viewed. Certainly when judged against a standard of perfection, America has a long way to go. But perfection provides no meaningful basis on which to conclude government has broken down. I offer and assess three alternative, more realistic benchmarks of government’s performance: (1) reliance on a standard of acceptable imperfection; (2) comparisons with other countries or other time periods; and (3) the use of counterfactual inferences. Viewed against these perspectives, the notion of any fundamental governmental failure in the United States becomes quite questionable. Although serious economic and social shortcomings remain, the nation’s strong economy and steadily improving living conditions simply could not have occurred if government were significantly broken. Rather than embracing despair, citizens and their leaders would do better to treat the nation’s problems as conditions

* Edward B. Shils Professor of Law and Professor of Political Science and Director, Penn Program on Regulation, University of Pennsylvania Law School. The author would like to acknowledge the generous support of Allen J. Model and the Leo A. Model Foundation for making possible a major initiative on government and public affairs at the University of Pennsylvania Law School, under the auspices of which the Is Government Broken? symposium was organized in March 2016. I am grateful for helpful comments on earlier versions of this Article from Alex Acs, John Coglianese, John Dilulio, Jr., Gabriel Scheffler, and Daniel Walters, and for editorial assistance from Miriam Archibong, Natalyn Mosby Archibong, Sara Bodnar, Kimberly Kirschenbaum, Amanda LeSavage, Dori Molozanov, Shilpa Soundararajan, and the rest of the team at the Journal of Law & Public Affairs (JLPA). Miriam Archibong, JLPA’s Editor in Chief, deserves special recognition for her exceptional leadership in founding JLPA and for her willingness to have JLPA co-sponsor this symposium and publish papers from it. I also wish to express my profuse appreciation to executive editor Kimberly Kirschenbaum (who simultaneously served as Editor in Chief of The Regulatory Review during the time this Article was edited) for giving this Article the benefit of her impeccable editorial judgment. This Article was initially drafted prior to the November 2016 election. Although the final editing was completed afterwards, my overall analysis remains applicable and I have thus left the Article unchanged in its substance.
of disrepair. Rather than giving in to cynicism and resignation, they should remain committed to the constant struggle that is inherent in democratic governance. It still remains possible to achieve a stronger democracy, a more just rule of law, and better economic and social conditions for all—but only if members of the public do not give up.

INTRODUCTION

During the first two decades of the twenty-first century, a wave of calamities swept the globe, including terrorist attacks, civil uprisings, economic crises, industrial accidents, and natural disasters. In the United States, these critical challenges have engendered a deep angst that pervades vast segments of the U.S. populace, and new-century social movements on both the political left and right have emerged that call for dramatic policy changes. The nation’s elected leaders have failed to respond to the country’s problems to the satisfaction of their constituencies, making the governmental process itself come to be viewed as a central problem afflicting the nation.

Critics point their fingers at a slew of perceived causes of America’s ailments, including globalization, the rise of social media, irresponsible fiscal management, biased law enforcement officials, and a polarized and rigged political system. Despite different diagnoses and different priorities, much of the public shares a sense of growing governmental and societal crisis. Both major political parties have seen anger bubble over into the electoral process, with prominent presidential candidates in both parties in the 2016 election cycle giving voice to the outrages many voters feel. To many Americans, the future looks downright bleak.

Against this pessimistic backdrop, a group of publicly minded students at the University of Pennsylvania Law School has worked over the last several years, on the students’ own initiative, to establish the Journal of Law & Public Affairs. This inaugural issue of the journal has featured a collection of articles related to a critical question: Is government broken? The answer to this question might seem obvious, given prevailing views among pundits and angst-ridden members of the public. But the question is too important to leave to casual impressions. Rather, it deserves to be investigated thoroughly and dispassionately—not only because the answer is not nearly so obvious as it might seem at first blush, but also because an accurate diagnosis of any ailment is the first step toward identifying its cure.

---

1 These social movements include Occupy Wall Street and Black Lives Matter on the left, and the Tea Party movement on the right. The subsequent activation of large numbers of previously alienated, white middle-class voters around the candidacy of Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential election might well qualify as another recent movement.
Assessing the state of governmental performance is vital for yet another, still more profound reason. Besieged by the resounding trumpets of doom, current and future elected officials, civic leaders, and lawyers—not to mention members of the public—confront an existential challenge. If they accept the notion that the problems and divisions in society today are intractable—that is to say, if they believe that government is truly broken—then citizens and public-spirited leaders (and future leaders) may conclude they ought to give up and leave the public arena altogether, concluding that the game has been lost.

Yet as I explain in this Article, that kind of cynical conclusion ought to be resisted. Government is not nearly as broken as it might seem. It is in a state of disrepair, to be sure, but democracy is always in a state of disrepair. It always needs work—a function, in part, of the fact that the problems government tackles are extremely difficult ones. Solving public problems often requires overcoming near-Herculean, technical obstacles with limited resources and through a decision-making process in which choices over competing values are sharply contested and decided through the least-worst means available: namely, democracy.

Recognizing the reality of the harsh environment within which government must operate need not lead to despair. Rather, it can serve as a valuable, even affirming, lesson to leaders and citizens alike that they should not give up. How members of the public and their representatives respond to society’s woes will ultimately determine whether, and to what degree, social and economic conditions can be improved, and the extent to which the government can be made “more perfect”—or at least less broken. Only if democracy’s disrepair leads citizens and their representatives to embrace a fatalistic despair will democratic government in the United States truly and irrevocably become broken.

I. AMERICA’S WOES

The problems facing the United States have been well documented, with many prominent commentators suggesting that the U.S. government has become badly broken. Reviewing numerous instances where federal programs have resulted in suboptimal outcomes, legal scholar Peter Schuck has condemned “the government’s record of poor performance” and argued that the root cause lies with “structural and thus largely inescapable” features of the

---

2 See Cary Coglianese, Because It’s Hard, THE REGULATORY REVIEW (Jan. 11, 2016), https://www.theregulativewatch.org/2016/01/11/coglianese-because-its-hard/ (explaining that we should be realistic about public policy challenges because “government’s work is rarely easy”).
federal government. In writing about what he has termed America’s “political decay,” political scientist Francis Fukuyama has observed, with what seems to be intended understatement, that “American government is hardly a source of inspiration around the world at the present moment.” Lawyer Philip Howard has bluntly asserted that the U.S. “government is broken.” Former Harvard University President Derek Bok has recognized the need for government to help solve social ills, but he also has gone to considerable lengths to show that American government itself “has been a major problem.”

Government in the United States does clearly confront major social and economic challenges, among them the following:

- **Violent crime.** Over 1.1 million violent crimes were reported across the nation in 2014, the latest year for which statistics are available. Mass shootings persist, and the specter of terrorism from abroad continues to lurk beneath the surface of the public’s consciousness.
- **Illiteracy.** Thirty-four million adults are either completely illiterate or inadequately literate. An additional 63 million adults possess only the most basic literacy skills that simply allow them to get through daily living.
- **Discrimination.** Racial and gender discrimination continues to permeate society. The poverty rate for African-Americans is over sixty-five percent higher than for the country overall. More than six

---


8 Justin Baer et al., Basic Reading Skills and the Literacy of America’s Least Literate Adults: Results from the 2003 National Assessment of Adult Literacy (NAAL) Supplemental Studies 14 (Feb. 2009), http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2009/2009481.pdf (reporting that “30 million adults have Below Basic prose literacy” and an additional “estimated 4 million adults [have] limited English proficien[cy] which prevented their participation in the assessment”).


decades after *Brown v. Board of Education*, stark racial differences in school attendance and resource levels persist. In the workforce, women continue to face a pay gap.

- *Stagnant earnings.* For decades, household income has remained stagnant, if not declined somewhat. Most people do not expect today’s youth will be able to achieve enough economically in their lives to be as well off as their parents.


13 See DENAVAS-WALT, PROCTOR & SMITH, supra note 12, at 7.

● Economic insecurity. Although unemployment dropped from its peak in 2009–2010, nearly 8 million adults still remained unemployed by mid-2016, with nearly 2 million Americans facing long-term unemployment at that time. Over 45 million people in the United States live below the poverty level. Levels of wealth and income inequality in America have increased dramatically over the last fifty years, reaching levels higher than in most other developed economies.

These grim realities reflect only some of the serious problems afflicting society in the United States. Numerous other challenges abound, including issues surrounding climate change, public debt, cybersecurity, pension solvency, opioid abuse, childhood obesity, and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity, to name a few.

Acknowledging a list of woes like this may well reinforce the deep angst and disaffection felt by many segments of the public. Hence, anyone focusing on such a list of social and economic issues might easily be forgiven for thinking that government is in fact quite badly broken—especially when considering the fact that many, if not most, of these problems are ones for which government has established laws and programs to solve. Notwithstanding significant governmental resources devoted to law enforcement, education, and welfare, for example, the problems of violent crime, illiteracy, and poverty persist. Indeed, the source of a few important problems even literally lies in the hands of government officials—an obvious example being the all-too-frequent tragic instances of police officers killing unarmed African-American males.

In other cases, society’s problems might be perceived as a function of woeful governmental neglect. For example, Congress faces criticism nearly every year for setting new records for the fewest laws

---

Young-Americans.PDF (“Today, those in Gen X and Gen Y have accumulated less wealth than their parents did at their age over a quarter-century ago. Their average wealth in 2010 was 7 percent below that of those in their 20s and 30s in 1983.”).


17 E.g., PIKETTY, supra note 10, at 330 (noting the “explosion of wage inequality in the United States . . . after 1970”).
passed\textsuperscript{18}—records perhaps rivaled only by Congress’s own record-low approval ratings among the public.\textsuperscript{19} And although approval ratings for other governmental institutions—the Presidency and Supreme Court—are considerably higher than those for Congress, no branch of the federal government can claim to hold truly overwhelming public support.\textsuperscript{20} Overall, fewer than one in five Americans report that they trust government in Washington, D.C., to take the right steps for the country.\textsuperscript{21}

**II. IS GOVERNMENT BROKEN?**

If government’s purpose is to “promote the general welfare,” then whenever society suffers, the public’s conclusion that government must have failed in its mission and become irreparably broken might seem to be well-justified.\textsuperscript{22} And yet, despite how understandable succumbing to such a judgment may be, it is by no means a foregone conclusion that government has suffered a fundamental breakdown. Societal breakdowns


\textsuperscript{19} *Congress and the Public*, GALLUP (2016), http://www.gallup.com/poll/1600/congress-public.aspx (noting that eighty percent of people polled disapprove of the way Congress is handling its job).


and woes do not automatically constitute or even imply an underlying governmental breakdown. Rather, the answer to the question of whether government is broken depends on the perspective from which the question is approached.\(^\text{23}\)

\[A. \text{ Perfection}\]

Through a perfectionist lens, government is broken as long as the problems that it is supposed to be solving persist. Perfectionism holds that the persistence of poverty, crime, unemployment, and other maladies means that government has necessarily failed, either due to its having not adopted sufficiently aggressive policies, or, perhaps, by having adopted policies that counterproductively create or contribute to societal problems. But perfection is obviously an impossible standard to meet, which means that, according to this view, government will always be broken beyond repair.\(^\text{24}\) There is thus a fine line between perfectionism and cynicism.

Still, perfectionism crops up with some frequency in contemporary political rhetoric. When problems arise that government was supposed to prevent—such as oil spills, mine explosions, or bank failures—the reflexive reaction on the part of both political leaders and the general public is to assign “blame to a general breakdown” in governmental institutions.\(^\text{25}\) The perfectionist logic holds that because government is supposed to prevent calamitous incidents from occurring, when these tragic events do in fact occur, government must have failed. Party activists also have an especially strong incentive to exploit such perfectionist thinking during periods of time when their political party is out of power, as it helps to undermine incumbent officeholders.

Although at times government is in fact to blame when disaster strikes, that conclusion does not follow \textit{res ipsa loquitur}—that is, simply from the existence of societal problems.\(^\text{26}\) Notwithstanding the public’s

\(^{23}\) For a related argument about how conclusions drawn from performance data used in assessing government programs and agencies depend on background assumptions, see Donal P. Moynihan, \textit{The Dynamics of Performance Management: Constructing Information and Reform} (2008) (arguing that the question of whether government is broken changes based on perspective).


\(^{25}\) Carrigan & Coglianese, \textit{supra} note 22, at 4–12.

\(^{26}\) \textit{Res ipsa loquitur} means “the thing speaks for itself,” and it is used in tort law to refer to the principle that the very occurrence of an accident by itself implies that someone was negligent.
and government officials’ sincere desire to avoid all calamities—in other words, notwithstanding the most laudable of perfectionist impulses—government in reality faces unavoidable tradeoffs, some of which are unfortunately quite tragic. For example, a risk of an accident, however slight, accompanies any industrial activity. The only way to ensure that no industrial activity-related accidents occur would be to eliminate industry altogether—but doing so would induce its own negative consequences, such as lost jobs and diminished living standards. Much the same could be said for other kinds of problems that government seeks to solve. Government could reduce crime much more dramatically, for example, by vastly expanding surveillance, but such efforts would come at the expense of individual liberty and privacy.

Acknowledging the existence of tradeoffs is just another way of saying that perfection is not possible. In a perfect world, it would be possible to have the proverbial problem-free cake while still eating it too. But in the real world, individual liberty and economic activity are accompanied by some degree of risk that problems will arise. When a problem persists, this is not necessarily a sign that government is broken; on the contrary, it very well may be that government is working at its best, but efforts to reduce the problem further would prove counterproductive or generate still more serious problems. Whenever that is the case, achieving an optimal balance between competing values—such as

27 Carrigan & Coglianese, supra note 22, at 10.
29 Sometimes governmental action to address a problem might only exacerbate that same problem. For example, efforts to suppress forest fires might unintentionally contribute to environmental conditions that make massive forest fires more likely. Likewise, the provision of certain kinds of governmental benefits, such as subsidized flood insurance or welfare benefits, might inherently contribute to some irreducible degree of moral hazard that actually blunts and counteracts a given policy’s desired effects. If conditions like these in fact prevail, citizens may need to accept that there will be some problems that government can never eliminate altogether. The challenge in such cases is for government simply to try to minimize the problem, even though it is never eliminated altogether. In other circumstances, however, it might be possible to eliminate a problem altogether, but doing so would come at too high a price in terms of other values. As noted, certain kinds of crime might well be eliminated entirely in the severest of police states, but imposing such oppressive conditions would come at a grave cost to individual liberty. In cases like these, the challenge for government will be to reduce the targeted problem to its optimal level, that is, until any further reductions of the problem would start to impose still greater problems in terms of other values. The point is that, in both types of circumstances, some non-zero level of a problem would remain, even when government is operating at its very best.
by allowing some risky activities to take place while managing, but not eliminating, any resulting risks—constitutes a sign of responsible, well-functioning government.\textsuperscript{30} Admittedly, in the immediate aftermath of calamity, when human pain and suffering are palpable, it will hardly look like the outcome was the result of an optimal choice of responsible government. Any caring human being would, at such a time, understandably feel the perfectionist impulse to condemn government for failing to prevent tragedy. Yet recognizing that problematic outcomes are sometimes the unlucky manifestation of the residual risk that exists even when a government is working well does not deny or diminish tragedy when it occurs.\textsuperscript{31} An outcome can be tragic and yet still be the unfortunate result of the best possible governmental policy or program. One could even say that perfection \textit{in optimizing across competing values} necessitates accepting imperfection in terms of at least one or more of the competing values being balanced against the others.

For these reasons, although no one should be discouraged from aspiring to achieve perfection, it is not meaningful to use perfection as the defining benchmark in assessing whether government is broken. We should not, as the aphorism goes, let the perfect become the enemy of the good—or have it become government’s key performance indicator. Of course, revealing perfection’s unsuitability for assessing governmental effectiveness is only instructive as far as establishing that government \textit{might not} be broken in the face of serious social and economic problems. Much more work would be needed to justify firm judgments about governmental performance. In light of prevailing societal woes, what is needed is a basis for determining whether the levels of these woes are unavoidable or otherwise “acceptable.”

\textit{B. Acceptable Imperfection}

Deciding what might constitute an acceptable level of social and economic woes is itself a difficult task—and one that is almost certainly impossible to undertake with respect to government writ large. For more discrete issues, expert consensus can sometimes emerge on an acceptable, or at least unavoidable, level of a social malady. For example, economists have for years considered the “natural rate” of unemployment to be around five

\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Cf. Guido Calabresi & Philip Bobbitt, Tragic Choices} 20 (1978) (explaining how societies must confront “tragic decisions” due to tradeoffs presented by scarcity and competing values rather than by inherent flaws in society).
percent. Environmental officials have, within their domain, tended to treat cancer risks of less than one in a million as falling within an acceptable range. More generally, in order to discern acceptable outcomes, analytic techniques such as benefit-cost analysis and risk-risk analysis can be employed to give formal, explicit attention to tradeoffs and to help define “optimal” levels of various environmental, health, and safety problems. Of course, these techniques are neither without controversy nor challenge in execution. More importantly, when analysts have used these techniques most successfully, they have done so to inform very specific policy decisions—not to cut across the full range of governmental policies and programs in order to determine how close or far away conditions in society are from where they should be.

One core difficulty in making an overarching assessment of overall government lies in combining all the different conditions in society—education, employment, equality, and so forth—and then aggregating them into some kind of total measure of governmental “performance.” Such aggregation is impeded not only by the fact that the available data on these conditions use different units, but also by more fundamental questions about commensurability. Is government working better, for example, if it lowers crime but allows inequality to increase? In the face of real-world

32 E.g., Stuart E. Weiner, The Natural Rate of Unemployment: Concepts and Issues, 71 ECON. REV. 11, 22 (Jan. 1986). The notion of a natural rate of unemployment dates back to the 1960s and refers generally to the “normal” churning of the labor market. Id. at 23. More recently, some economists have raised questions about the concept in general as well as about the specific rate of unemployment. See Mary C. Daly, Bart Hobijn, Ayşcegül Şahin & Robert G. Valletta, A Search and Matching Approach to Labor Markets: Did the Natural Rate of Unemployment Rise?, 26 J. ECON. PERSP. 3, 3–5 (2012); Roger E. A. Farmer, The Natural Rate Hypothesis: An Idea Past Its Sell-by Date, 53 BANK OF ENGLAND Q. BULL. 244, 247 (2013).


35 Benefit-cost analysis in particular presents a range of challenges, both to its normative underpinnings in utilitarianism or welfarism, as well as to its application. E.g., Frank Ackerman & Lisa Heinzerling, Priceless: On Knowing the Price of Everything and the Value of Nothing 8–9 (2004). It does, of course, have many defenders. E.g., Matthew D. Adler & Eric Posner, New Foundations of Cost-Benefit Analysis (2006) (defending the use of benefit-cost analysis based on overall well-being).
tradeoffs, deciding how well government is working demands knowing how much a unit of one value or condition equates with a unit of another. The attraction of benefit-cost analysis lies in its ability, in principle, to convert different outcomes and values into a common, monetized metric. Yet therein also lies precisely one of the principal objections raised against such analysis—namely the view that certain values, such as human life, are not appropriate for monetization.

One possible strategy for overcoming the commensurability problem would be to rely on a single, non-monetary measure to gauge overall social conditions and governmental performance. In recent decades, researchers have used surveys that ask individuals to rate their own happiness or life satisfaction. As a means of gauging governmental performance, happiness research has certain appealing features—the simplicity and feasibility of the measures being chief among them. But satisfaction surveys also have their limitations, especially when it comes to assessing how government is performing. For the purpose of gauging whether the U.S. government is broken, one key problem is that, even if happiness measures can reliably estimate overall well-being, they cannot tell us what is the

---

36 For about the last five years, the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has reported an overall index of societal well-being for about thirty-five developed countries by aggregating indicators on eleven different topics (such as health, housing, education, jobs, safety, life satisfaction). In creating this “Better Life Index,” the OECD does rely on some reasonable but still somewhat arbitrary methods to normalize disparate types of data within each topic; it does not, however, aggregate across topics. Instead, visitors to the OECD website can enter their own relative weightings for the different categories, such as by weighting housing higher than environment, and then a calculator will create an overall ranking across countries based on the users’ weights. See Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development, What's the Better Life Index?, OECD Better Life Index, http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/about/better-life-initiative/. On the OECD’s methods, see generally ANGEL GURRÍA, ORGANIZATION OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, HOW’S LIFE: MEASURING WELL-BEING (2011), https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/how-s-life_9789264121164-en.

37 E.g., ACKERMAN & HEINZERLING, supra note 34, at 35–37.


“right” level of happiness that a survey should show. Knowing that Americans on average rate their level of happiness at 7.1 on a ten-point scale does not by itself tell us much about whether existing imperfections in society should be treated as falling within an acceptable range.  

People can be happy, at least to a degree, even under conditions that most observers would still view as unacceptable.

C. Comparison

The absence of a clear benchmark for determining the acceptability of existing levels of economic and societal woes leads most high-level assessments of governmental performance to be based on comparisons, either historical or cross-national ones. On the basis of many—but by no means all—criteria, the United States compares favorably to most other nations. It has, after all, the largest economy in the world. In terms of

40 See JOHN HELLWELL et al., supra note 37, at 20 (reporting that the U.S. average happiness score from 2013–2015 was 7.104). The same lack of a benchmark exists when survey researchers effectively ask people whether the current overall level of social problems is acceptable or not. See, e.g., ALLSTATE/ATLANTIC MEDIA, HEARTLAND MONITOR POLL XXVI (2016), http://heartlandmonitor.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Topline_Allstate_Heartland-Monitor-Poll-XXVI_D1client_062816.pdf (reporting that sixty-six percent of adults in the United States believe the country is “seriously off on the wrong track”). Not only is it unclear how many people need to agree that the current level is unacceptable to deem it so, but, even if everyone were to agree that the current level is unacceptable, this would not tell us anything about what exact level is acceptable. Presumably, on that point, people will disagree—or, if they agree, it would surely only be on perfectionism. All in all, such an exercise of lumping all problems together commensurately and asking people to assess the acceptability of their level presumably does little more than tap into general feelings of angst or satisfaction, rather than offer anything precise about an acceptable level of imperfection. It is possible, after all, to ask Americans directly whether they think government is broken; survey researchers have done just that. See, e.g., Paul Steinhauser, Survey: Most Americans Believe Government Broken, CNN (Feb. 22, 2010), http://www.cnn.com/2010/POLITICS/02/21/poll.broken.govt/ (reporting that eighty-six percent of Americans believe government is broken, although only five percent believe it to be beyond repair). The fact that most Americans perceive government to be broken is itself a problem, but, on their own, such survey results do not necessarily mean that government is truly or significantly broken, nor do they provide any clear basis for defining a level of acceptable imperfection.

41 Derek Bok argues that the rate of improvement over the last half-century has been, for two-thirds of the seventy-five policy realms or criteria he considered, less than average in the United States compared with other countries. DEREK BOK, THE STATE OF THE NATION: GOVERNMENT AND THE QUEST FOR A BETTER SOCIETY 26–27 (1996). Without more, it is not possible to know what to make of such an observation because, in some policy domains, the greatest strides forward occurred earlier for the United States than for other countries.

happiness, its average of 7.1 places it thirteenth among 157 countries.\(^{43}\) (Denmark ranks number one, at 7.5.) On the United Nations’s composite index of overall conditions for human development, the United States falls within the “very high human development” category, ranking eighth out of 188 countries.\(^{44}\) Moreover, following the 2007–2008 financial crisis, the U.S. economy rebounded much more quickly and robustly than did the economies in the dozen other countries that experienced systemic economic crisis at that same time. As of 2014, only the United States and Germany had seen their economies return to their pre-crisis levels of economic activity.\(^{45}\)

From a historical perspective, the U.S. economic rebound in the wake of the most recent financial crisis also fares quite favorably. It took only four years for the economy to return to pre-crisis levels following the current century’s financial crisis, whereas it took eleven years for it to make a comparable rebound following the Great Depression—despite similar financial shocks precipitating both crises.\(^{46}\) On the basis of other comparisons over time, the United States looks much more successful than it might seem when the absolute level of today’s negative conditions serves as the benchmark. For example, even though the most recent federal crime report reveals that 1.1 million violent crimes occurred in 2014—a stunningly large number in absolute terms—such crime has generally trended downward in recent years. Violent crime dropped nearly seven percent over the preceding five years and more than fifteen percent over the preceding ten years.\(^{47}\)

On a longer view, many other aspects of life in the United States have seen significant improvements.\(^{48}\) The U.S. economy has dramatically expanded since 1960,\(^{49}\) with median household income having risen twenty

\(^{43}\) See Helliwell et al., supra note 37, at 22. Americans’ high levels of happiness are undoubtedly explained in part by the size of the U.S. economy and its generally high standard of living. See Betsey Stevenson & Justin Wolfers, Economic Growth and Subjective Well-Being: Reassessing the Easterlin Paradox, 39 BROOKINGS PAPERS ECON. ACTIVITY 1, 23–24 (2008).


\(^{46}\) Id. at 116.

\(^{47}\) FBI CRIME REPORT, supra note 7, at 1.

\(^{48}\) E.g., Bok, supra note 40, at 359.

percent over the last fifty years.\textsuperscript{50} The infant mortality rate has improved by about forty percent over the last thirty years.\textsuperscript{51} Environmental conditions have improved too, with air emissions of lead declining by ninety-eight percent since 1970 and emissions of other major air pollutants dropping between twenty-five and seventy-nine percent during the same period.\textsuperscript{52} The average person born in 2014 can expect to live seventy-nine years, compared to a life expectancy of only seventy-one years for the average person born in 1970.\textsuperscript{53}

This is not to say that on every measure life looks better in the United States today than it did fifty years ago, nor that the United States compares favorably against other countries on every metric. On the contrary, against certain criteria, the United States compares less favorably. Among developed countries, for example, the United States ranks last in terms of the mathematical skills of its young adults.\textsuperscript{54} The overall infant mortality rate in the United States ranks in the bottom quarter of countries worldwide.\textsuperscript{55} Income inequality is more pronounced in the United States than in other countries.\textsuperscript{56} Even though some environmental conditions have improved markedly over

\textsuperscript{50} DeNavas-Walt & Proctor, supra note 16, at 23.


\textsuperscript{52} J. Clarence Davies & Jan Mazurek, Pollution Control in the United States: Evaluating the System 58 (1998). The only major air pollutants to increase during this period of time were nitrogen oxides, which increased by six percent. Id. The declines in air emissions generally translated to cleaner ambient air, and “[o]verall, air quality appears to have improved significantly since 1976.” Id. at 60–63. Longitudinal measures on other environmental conditions in the United States are generally not available. Id. at 95–96.


\textsuperscript{55} Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook Country Comparison: Infant Mortality Rate, CIA (2016), https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2091rank.html. Part of the difference between infant mortality rates in the United States and other countries is due to differences in how neonatal births are reported. Alice Chen, Emily Oster & Heidi Williams, Why Is Infant Mortality Higher in the United States than in Europe?, 8 Amer. Econ. J. Econ. Pol. 89, 105 (2016) (evaluating “evidence [that] suggests that aggregate comparisons are misleading”). Moreover, infant mortality rates in some states and among higher socioeconomic groups in the United States are on par with some of the best rates globally. Id. Unfortunately, rates for births occurring in the lowest socioeconomic groups in the United States remain among some of the worst in the world. Id.

\textsuperscript{56} Piketty, supra note 10, at 300.
the last five decades, the fact remains that consequences of climate change are worsening (although, in this respect, the United States is in the same position as many other countries).

Comparisons of social and economic conditions over time and across jurisdictions provide valuable insights into areas of strength as well as possibilities for improvement. As benchmarks for determining whether government is broken, comparisons are also both more realistic than perfection and more accessible than an undefinable overall level of acceptable imperfection. Nevertheless, such comparisons do not provide a definitive basis for determining whether government is broken. For one, the actual comparisons are mixed: the United States is doing better today than in the past on some dimensions but not on others, and it is doing better than other countries in terms of some criteria but not others. To escape the conclusion that the United States’s government is broken, must the nation meet a “Lake Wobegon test,” under which its measures on all criteria are above average? That would certainly be a very high standard to meet. And although achieving it would surely indicate that government is working well, failing to achieve it does not necessarily imply that government is broken.

Another limitation of cross-national comparisons stems from the fact that underlying circumstances are not always the same in every country. It may simply be harder for a larger, more geographically dispersed country to solve certain problems, even on a per-capita basis. If so, then perhaps the United States fares worse on some criteria than other countries not because government is not working well, but because the underlying challenges are that much greater in the United States. Simple comparisons will not take into account how factors unrelated to governmental performance might explain differences in ultimate outcomes.

D. Counterfactual Inference

For these very sorts of reasons, social scientists and program evaluators widely recognize that unstructured comparisons cannot by themselves support reliable inferences about how much improvement can be attributed to governmental performance. After all, even if conditions turn out to be better today than they were in the past, this does not mean that government is responsible for all of these improvements, or even that it had anything to do with them at all. Some portion of the United States’s progress on air quality over the last fifty years undoubtedly stems from the general shift in the American economy away from a heavy manufacturing base and toward a greater reliance on a lower-polluting service economy—not from the effects of the nation’s environmental laws. On the flip side, though, despite the persistence of significantly high rates of crime, if these rates would have been
even higher in the absence of law enforcement officials’ efforts, then the conclusion can still follow that law enforcement has been effective.

For these reasons, the better evaluative standard is usually a counterfactual one: namely, one that asks whether conditions are better or worse than they would have been in the absence of governmental intervention. If environmental conditions would have improved anyway for reasons unrelated to environmental laws, then those laws cannot be said to have been very effective. More generally, we could say that the test for brokenness is whether society overall would be better off without government than with it; if so, then government is definitely broken. Yet if it is possible to attribute meaningful improvements in society to governmental efforts, then that is a good sign that government is working, at least to some degree.

Admittedly, a counterfactual world-without-government benchmark can be hard to estimate, but it does at least provide a meaningful way to think about how to assess whether government is broken. A counterfactual benchmark is more realistic than perfectionism, and it does not require making a determination of an acceptable imperfection goalpost. Instead, it asks whether government is making progress by causing conditions to be better than they would have otherwise been. This may sound a lot like an approach that relies on comparisons over time or across jurisdictions—and it does bear certain affinities to the comparative impulse, which itself probably stems from a tacit desire to make causal inferences. Those inferences can only be drawn from temporal or cross-jurisdictional (or, technically, cross-sectional) comparisons.\(^{57}\) It is just that in order to attribute improvement causally to government, these comparisons must be made carefully and systematically. Research strategies and statistical techniques must be used that can isolate the extent to which differences in conditions in the world can be attributed to governmental intervention and not to extraneous factors.

The gold standard for making causal attributions is to rely on random assignment to experimental conditions, something that is clearly not possible in assessing government writ large. (Imagine assigning some people at random to a society subject to government, while banishing others to a Hobbesian state of nature!) Randomization can often be difficult even with respect to specific governmental programs and policies.\(^{58}\) Fortunately, other statistical techniques can be used to approximate that gold standard.


\(^{58}\) It would be possible, however, to use randomization more frequently than it is presently employed. See Ian Ayres, Michael Abramowicz & Yair Listokin, *Randomizing Law*, 159 U. PA. L. REV. 929, 974–1005 (2011).
and provide reliable estimates of the impact of discrete governmental interventions. Although relative to the number of governmental programs and policies we still have too little research that deploys these techniques, what systematic evidence we do have indicates that government can lead to demonstrable improvements in society. Federal regulations phasing out the use of lead as an additive in gasoline have produced major public health gains. The Social Security program, notwithstanding legitimate concerns about its longer-term viability, has reduced poverty among the elderly. Unemployment insurance and food stamp benefits have proven to be significantly beneficial sources of social support during economic downturns. Other examples could be added to the list of programmatic successes, and taken together they make it hard to conclude that government is completely broken. This is not to say, of course, that all government programs lead to significantly improved outcomes; rather, the point is that, when such attributional research is conducted to assess governmental programs against a counterfactual world, it becomes clear that some important policies and programs do work.

A still larger point concerns the proper test for governmental performance overall, which would be to consider whether the United States is better off today compared with a counterfactual world. Has government made society and the economy better or worse on balance? In other words, are policies and programs that yield results that, on net, are negative outweighed by those policies and programs with results that, on net, are positive?

60 Jim Nussle & Peter Orszag, Let’s Play Moneyball, in MONEYBALL FOR GOVERNMENT 4 (Jim Nussle & Peter Orszag eds., 2014).
61 For a review of U.S. efforts to eliminate lead additives from gasoline, see Richard G. Newell & Kristian Rogers, The Market-Based Lead Phasedown, in RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE 1 (2003), http://www.rff.org/files/sharepoint/WorkImages/Download/RFF-DP-03-37.pdf (“One of the great successes during the modern era of environmental policy was the phasedown of lead in gasoline.”).
These are difficult questions to answer with great precision, especially given limitations in available research. But these questions do reflect a counterfactual way of thinking about overall governmental performance. Against a counterfactual world without government, it would be hard to dispute that society is markedly better off with government, notwithstanding all of its imperfections and all the additional work left to be done to improve social and economic conditions. Of course, such a test for whether government is broken would surely prove to be far too easy to pass. After all, under this test, society theoretically could be better off with a thoroughly corrupt and unjust, and hence woefully broken, government than with no government at all.

But there is another, more meaningful way to think counterfactually, and that is to consider whether the totality of current conditions in society could exist if government were badly broken. Less-than-perfect government, which is what the United States has, is not the same as broken government. Broken government drags down society, makes living conditions unstable, and thwarts the private ordering of affairs. It would be extremely difficult for American society to be doing as well as it is, even taking into account its shortcomings, if government were truly broken in this sense. The U.S. economy simply could not be the largest economy in the world on a per-capita basis, nor could life in America have improved on so many dimensions as it has over recent decades, without a well-functioning government.64

III. Disrepair, Not Despair

Government in the United States is far from self-evidently broken. Still, the persistence of old problems and the constant introduction of new ones leave plenty of room for improvement. It might therefore always be appropriate to describe American democracy as being in a state of disrepair, even though it is not at all fundamentally broken. But this need not lead to despair or resignation. A gap will always exist between the current state of the world and what would be ideal. Rather than concluding that government has broken down when it fails to achieve perfection, thereby risking a descent into cynicism, perfectionism ought instead to inspire a constant striving to make society better. Democracy, in other words, should be viewed as a work in progress.

64 See Daron Acemoglu & James A. Robinson, Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity, and Poverty 4–5 (2012) (demonstrating that economies thrive when supported by well-functioning governmental institutions where political power is “broadly distributed, where the government [is] accountable and responsive to citizens, and where the great mass of people [can] take advantage of economic opportunities”).
Writing in 1927, the philosopher John Dewey noted that American “democracy is today under a cloud,” subjected to “adverse criticism in abundance.”\(^{65}\) These same words aptly describe the way in which democracy is widely perceived today. Pundits, scholars, and politicians alike question whether the U.S. political system possesses the capacity needed to continue to make progress in solving the nation’s problems. They worry that, as political scientists Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein have put it, “the political system has become grievously hobbled at a time when the country faces unusually serious challenges and grave threats.”\(^{66}\)

Much of the recent loss of faith in American democracy stems from what seems to many observers to be a semi-permanent state of gridlock in Washington, D.C. The shutdown of the federal government in 2013, combined with subsequent showdowns over federal budgets and debt ceilings, constitute perhaps the most tangible symbols of the “hobbling” of the nation’s political system. Americans on the political right have been dismayed by the government’s inability to bring the national debt under control, while those on the political left have been horrified by the government’s inability to enact measures requiring background checks for gun purchases, even in the wake of repeated mass shooting tragedies. A substantial majority of Americans report feeling that, on the policy issues that matter most to them, their side is losing more than it is winning—a sentiment that is particularly notable given that it is shared by individuals identifying with both political parties.\(^{67}\) During the Obama Administration, Republicans tended to think they had been losing, and yet Democrats did not feel as though they had been winning.

At the same time that policy gridlock has gripped the federal government, the political system has witnessed ever-deepening partisan polarization. Not since the end of Reconstruction has the ideological divide between Democrats and Republicans in Congress been as large as it is now.\(^{68}\) Ordinary Americans are much more polarized in their political views: the typical Republican is markedly more conservative than in previous decades,


while the typical Democrat is notably more liberal than in the past. Different segments of the public get their news from different ideologically tilted sources,\footnote{Michael Dimock, Jocelyn Kiley, Scott Keeter & Carooll Doherty, Pew Res. Ctr., Political Polarization in the American Public: How Increasing Ideological Uniformity and Partisan Antipathy Affect Politics, Compromise and Everyday Life 9–10 (2014), http://www.people-press.org/files/2014/06/6-12-2014-Political-Polarization_Release.pdf.} and partisans’ animus toward those in the opposite party has sharpened considerably in recent decades.\footnote{Amy Mitchell, Jeffrey Gottfried, Jocelyn Kiley & Katerina Eva Matsa, Pew Res. Ctr., Political Polarization & Media Habits 11–12 (2014), http://www.journalism.org/files/2014/10/Political-Polarization-and-Media-Habits-FINAL-REPORT-7-27-15.pdf.} The polarization of the electorare presumably exacerbates polarization among elected officials, particularly because the members of the public who tend to be most politically active—whether in terms of voting, contributing to campaigns, or even writing letters to Congress—tend also to be the same individuals who are the most ideologically extreme, on both ends of the spectrum.\footnote{Id. It is possible, of course, that polarization among elite officials might contribute to some degree of polarization by voters too. For an example of empirical research suggesting such a direction, see Marc J. Hetherington, Resurgent Mass Partisanship: The Role of Elite Polarization, 95 Amer. Pol. Sci. Rev. 619, 626 (2001).} Polarization affects trust in government as well. Republican voters’ trust in government is much lower when a Democrat is in the White House, and vice versa for Democrats.\footnote{Pew Res. Ctr., Beyond Distrust: How Americans View Their Government 19–20 (2015), http://www.people-press.org/files/2015/11/11-23-2015-Governance-release.pdf.} Of course, overall levels of public trust have declined since the 1950s, and partisans on both sides of the aisle appear increasingly to agree that the system is rigged in favor of special interests. What interests count as “special” does vary, but survey results suggest that, across the ideological spectrum, voters worry a lot today about undue influence associated with campaign contributions and the rise of super-PACs.\footnote{Nicholas Confessore & Megan Thee-Brenan, Poll Shows Americans Favor an Overhaul of Campaign Financing, N.Y. Times (June 2, 2015), https://nyti.ms/2lvVSrF. In addition to campaign finance, different segments of the public also worry how gerrymandering and so-called voter suppression efforts have affected representativeness and equality in the electoral process.} Republicans as well as Democrats also express great concern about privileged groups’ “capture” of government to the detriment of the overall public—whether such capture stems from influence by those in the top one percent of the income bracket or by large, incumbent firms blocking competition by new, small businesses.\footnote{Republican Senator Mike Lee and Democratic Senators Sheldon Whitehouse and Elizabeth Warren spoke out against the perils of regulatory capture at a workshop organized by a federal agency devoted to improving government. Administrative Conference of the United States,}
As with substantive social and economic problems facing the United States, these concerns about the vibrancy of the nation’s political process reveal clear signs of America’s disrepair. So, too, do real needs that exist in the day-to-day administration of government, including human capital, information technology, financial resources, and effective public management. Yet counterintuitively, the existence of worries like these are themselves indications of something about American democracy that at its core is healthy. Political scientist Robert Dahl once noted that an essential precondition for avoiding a “democratic breakdown” is a widespread and deep commitment to democracy embedded within a society’s culture. The current salience of alarm about a rigged and out-of-touch political system evinces just such commitment and provides some reason for optimism.

Democracy demands a sustained commitment because democratic governance is not easy. To make it work, society must not become complacent but instead must always strive toward reinvention and improvement—or what Dewey called the continual “rediscovery” of the democratic state. If government is to continue to maintain what is working reasonably well in society, and if it is to stand a chance to improve what is not, society must remain dedicated to the core principles of governmental fairness, neutrality, and representativeness that are essential prerequisites to a well-functioning democratic state.

Meetings & Events (Mar. 3, 2016), https://www.acus.gov/meetings-and-events/event/regulatory-capture-workshop; see also Rooting Out Regulatory Capture, THE REGULATORY REVIEW (June 13, 2016), https://www.theregulareview.org/2016/06/13/rooting-out-regulatory-capture/ (presenting sixteen essays, including several essays authored by prominent Republicans as well as prominent Democrats, on the dangers of regulatory capture).


68 DEWEY, supra note 64, at 15.

69 To be sure, there are reasons to wonder whether such commitment is waning, or at least to be concerned that it is not sufficiently strong across all segments of society. See, e.g., Pippa
The policy gridlock afflicting Washington, D.C., may hardly seem like anything to celebrate and, yet, especially in light of a widening polarization among the electorate, gridlock at least has some virtue in the degree of even-handedness it brings to the U.S. political system. The fact that a majority of Americans of both parties see themselves as losing in the policy arena is almost certainly better for a pluralist society than having one side constantly winning at the expense of the other side. Even-handedness matters because disagreement in society cannot be—and will never be—eliminated altogether. Conflict over values is, as political philosophers Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson have written, “a condition with which we must learn to live, not merely an obstacle to be overcome on the way to a just society.”

But how we live with disagreement matters, and today incivility and cynicism unfortunately loom as larger dangers to responsible democratic governance than even gridlock. Society could benefit from much less coarseness, dismissiveness, and ad hominem posturing, especially as such rhetoric and behavior seems to garner an unhelpful and disproportionate degree of attention in the media.

Society needs a greater willingness on the part of its citizens and leaders to engage in respectful deliberation with those with whom they disagree. What the United States does not need is for the public to give up on democratic government altogether. Agreeing with Dewey, political scientists Jack Knight and James Johnson have recently argued that, even though democracy remains “under a cloud” in the United States, “the proper response . . . is not to shrink from but rather to renew our commitment to and engagement in democratic politics.” In the end, the most serious condition that merits despair is not the great distance the nation still has to travel toward its ideals; rather, it is the risk of widespread despair itself. Society needs citizens and leaders who hold fast to their aspirations for a better world and who possess the determination to roll up their sleeves and engage with others respectfully in pursuit of achieving those aspirations through the democratic process.


80 AMY GUTMANN & DENNIS THOMPSON, DEMOCRACY AND DISAGREEMENT 26 (1996); see also id. at 360 (“[G]iven the intractable sources of disagreement, citizens cannot expect to reach mutually justifiable agreement over the whole range of significant issues in politics.”).


82 GUTMANN & THOMPSON, supra note 79, at 346.

CONCLUSION

The question of whether government is broken may seem to imply its own answer, calling to mind immediately all that is not working in society today. Nevertheless, it is a serious question deserving of serious reflection, rather than pat, presupposed answers. For such a vital question, clear and careful thought is needed, as are answers to still further questions about what “broken” really means. Broken for whom? Broken in terms of what functions or issues in particular? When the underlying question of governmental performance is given its proper due, the supposed brokenness of government in the United States is far from as obvious as it might seem at first glance. Government has added, and still does add, positively to society. Many societal and economic conditions are improving.

A perfectionist lens can be helpful for setting worthy goals, but perfection simply cannot provide a meaningful basis for concluding that government is fundamentally broken. Merely recognizing that present conditions in the United States leave much room for improvement does not preordain a conclusion that government is broken; instead, such recognition actually offers citizens and public leaders alike a choice about how to approach the future. They can face the future with resignation, or with aspiration. They can see the future as bleak and hopeless, or they can see it open to possibility and progress.

I take it as an encouraging sign, however modest it may seem in the grand scheme of things, that a group of students at the University of Pennsylvania Law School has signaled its own commitment to aspiration over resignation by organizing the Journal of Law & Public Affairs and dedicating its inaugural issue to challenges facing government today. A journal like this offers something that society needs in still greater abundance: reasoned analysis of serious problems, and respectful but careful assessment of possible solutions, regardless of how politically and morally contentious some of them may be. Writer Maria Popova put it well when she said, “critical thinking without hope is cynicism. But hope without critical thinking is naïveté.”84 The students involved in the Journal of Law & Public Affairs seem to understand the need for both hopefulness and critical analysis.

It is fitting for law students at the University of Pennsylvania to have organized this symposium, for Philadelphia is the city where, in 1787, the U.S. Constitution came to be forged because leaders at that time asked

84 KRISTA TIPPETT, BECOMING WISE: AN INQUIRY INTO THE MYSTERY AND ART OF LIVING 256 (2016). As Tippett aptly observes, “cynicism is not more reasonable than hope. Unlike almost every worthwhile thing in life, cynicism is easy. It’s never proven wrong by the corruption or the catastrophe. It’s not generative. It judges things as they are, but does not lift a finger to try to shift them.” Id. at 236.
themselves if the new nation’s government was broken. Even with the Constitution, of course, much work remained, and still remains, to be done. After all, the Constitution’s preamble never promised that changing the nation’s form and structure of government would lead to a “perfect” union; rather, the preamble promised a framework for striving toward a “more perfect” one.

Nearly two centuries after the establishment of the Constitution, Martin Luther King, Jr. would go on to speak eloquently about striving for a more perfect union. In a commencement address he delivered at Lincoln University, near Philadelphia, two years before his famous speech at the March on Washington, he remarked that, “in a real sense, America is essentially a dream, a dream as yet unfulfilled . . . Now, more than ever before, America is challenged to bring her noble dream into reality.”85 Those words rang true in 1961 when King spoke them. They still ring true today. And they will, no doubt, ring true a century and more from now, with respect to the new and pressing issues of justice that exist at that time.

Yet recognizing the continual need for striving and aspiration need not lead to despair and resignation. We can only identify what remains to be improved by holding fast to the dreams to which government should work to make real. Those ever-present dreams of a stronger democracy, more just rule of law, and better economic and social conditions for all should constitute the lodestar for citizens and leaders alike in forging the future of American democracy.

85 Martin Luther King, The American Dream, Commencement Address at Lincoln University 1, 2 (June 6, 1961), http://www.thekingcenter.org/archive/document/american-dream#. 